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ABSTRACT
The advent of generative AI images has completely disrupted the
art world. Distinguishing AI generated images from human art is a
challenging problem whose impact is growing over time. A failure
to address this problem allows bad actors to defraud individuals
paying a premium for human art and companies whose stated
policies forbid AI imagery. It is also critical for content owners to
establish copyright, and for model trainers interested in curating
training data in order to avoid potential model collapse.

There are several different approaches to distinguishing human
art from AI images, including classifiers trained by supervised learn-
ing, research tools targeting diffusion models, and identification
by professional artists using their knowledge of artistic techniques.
In this paper, we seek to understand how well these approaches
can perform against today’s modern generative models in both
benign and adversarial settings. We curate real human art across
7 styles, generate matching images from 5 generative models, and
apply 8 detectors (5 automated detectors and 3 different human
groups including 180 crowdworkers, 4000+ professional artists, and
13 expert artists experienced at detecting AI). Both Hive and expert
artists do very well, but make mistakes in different ways (Hive
is weaker against adversarial perturbations while Expert artists
produce higher false positives). We believe these weaknesses will
remain as models continue to evolve, and use our data to demon-
strate why a combined team of human and automated detectors
provides the best combination of accuracy and robustness.

1 INTRODUCTION
Creative expression through artwork is intrinsic to the human ex-
perience. From cave paintings by Neanderthals and Homo sapiens,
to modern abstract masters like Kandinsky, Pollock and Mitchell,
human art connects us by evoking shared experiences, trauma, and
hopes and dreams.

Yet this might all be changing with the proliferation of output
from generative image models like Midjourney, DALL-E 3, Stable
Diffusion XL (SDXL) and Adobe Firefly. Given prompts as short
as a single word, these models can generate glossy images that at
a glance, resemble the work of a professional artist or fine pho-
tographer. As they continue to evolve, it is becoming increasingly
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difficult to distinguish art produced by human creatives and images
produced by generative AI.

Identifying if a piece of art is human-made or AI-generated is
critical for a number of reasons. First, individuals and companies
are often willing to pay a premium for human art over AI content.
Also, companies or creative groups have policies restricting the use
of AI-generated imagery in competitions, work product, or ad cam-
paigns. Yet recent news is littered with examples of fraud, where
AI-generated images are sold as human art to individuals [51, 83]
and publishers [17, 68], and used in ad campaigns or submitted to
creative competitions against AI policies [56, 63]. This has resulted
in numerous controversies [9, 23, 50], retracted ads and publica-
tions [16, 76], and public apologies [47, 68].

Second, identification of AI images is also a legal and regulatory
issue. Commercial companies want to copyright their creative con-
tent, but the US Copyright Office has ruled that only human created
artwork (or human contributions to hybrid artwork) can be copy-
righted [70]. Thus businesses using generative AI might try to pass
off AI images as human art to obtain copyright. Finally, multiple
projects have shown evidence that both text and image AI models
will degrade if only trained on output of AI models [3, 12, 69]. Thus
AI model trainers also need to distinguish AI-generated images
from human art for training purposes.

All of this begs the question, do we have the tools today to
reliably and consistently distinguish AI-generated imagery from
human-created art? There are multiple potential solutions. First, hu-
man artists are often quite good at recognizing human art, and some
experts have demonstrated a consistent ability to detect AI images
trying to pass as human art [26, 51, 63, 66]. Alternatively, specific
companies like Hive, Optic and Illuminarty have trained supervised
classifiers to distinguish AI imagery from human art. Online me-
dia has raised questions on the accuracy of these detectors amid
their growing impact on news media [46]. Finally, recent research
results like DIRE and DE-FAKE [65, 81] suggest specific techniques
to recognize images produced by diffusion models, including all of
the major generative models today.

The goal of our work is to systematically and comprehensively
explore the effectiveness of these detectors at distinguishing AI-
generated images and human art1. We consider a wide range of
imagery, including 7 distinct art styles, each represented by sam-
ples of human art, images generated by each of 5 generative AI
models, AI images painted over by humans (hybrid), and human
1Unlike most prior studies, our focus is not identifying deepfake images from real
photographs. Instead our focus is on determining the provenance of creative art
imagery, and our inclusion of photography focuses on photographs as art, not as
records of real events.
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Figure 1: Samples from curated test set. Human artwork and subsequent matching images produced by generative AI models.

photography enhanced by AI.We also consider a range of “detection
methods,” including 5 automated tools (3 deployed classifiers Hive,
Optic, Illuminarty and 2 research detectors DIRE and DE-FAKE)
and 3 different populations of “human detectors” (crowdsourced
non-artists, professional artists, and expert artists). Finally, we also
consider adversarial scenarios, where AI-generated images are aug-
mented with noise and adversarial perturbations with the intention
of bypassing detection.

In total, we curated a dataset of 280 real human art images across
7 different styles, and 350 generated AI-based images from genera-
tive models using prompts automatically extracted from each of the
human art images. One component of our study tests the efficacy of
automated detectors on these images and their perturbed variants;
and the other part evaluates human-based detection. The latter
involves 3 separate user studies on: a) 180 crowdworkers on the
Prolific platform, b) 4000+ professional artist volunteers recruited
from social media artist groups, and c) 13 expert professional artists
who have experience identifying generative AI images.

Our study produces a number of significant findings:
• We find that normal, non-artist users are generally unable to tell
the difference between human art and AI-generated images. Pro-
fessional artists are more confident and perform much better on
average, and expert artists more so.

• Supervised classification does surprisingly well, and Hive out-
performs all detectors (human and ML), and produces zero false
positives. Unsurprisingly, accuracy seems to correlate with ex-
pected training data availability: biggest classifier (Hive) performs
best; all classifiers perform the worst on Firefly, the newest of the
major generative models.

• Fine tuned models that mimic human artists, and real images
modified with AI upscaling posed no significant challenges to
human or ML detectors.

• Adversarial perturbations did have significant impact on ML de-
tectors such as Hive, with feature space perturbations being the
most effective.

• Expert human artists perform very well in detecting AI-generated
images, but often attribute mistakes and lower skill by human
artists as evidence of AI images, thus producing false positives.

• A combined team of human and automated detectors provides the
best combination of accuracy and robustness.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We begin by providing background on generative AI image models
using the diffusion model architecture, and on currently available
automated detectors of generative AI images. We then discuss ex-
isting work related to our study.

2.1 Generative Image Diffusion models
First introduced in 2020, diffusion models [32] quickly replaced
GANs as the state-of-the-art models for image synthesis [22]. This
was quickly followed by extension to text-to-image generation [49,
59]. Later instances included multiple open-source models from
Stable Diffusion [57, 61, 73–75], and commercial models from Mid-
journey [48], DALL-E [6, 52, 53], and Adobe Firefly [1]. Diffusion
models face a growing number of social and ethical concerns. Base
models require enormous amounts of training data, often obtained
without consent through web-scraping. Midjourney trained their
model using data from over 16,000 artists, the vast majority without
consent [33]. Stability AI trained on datasets from LAION [61, 64],
containing millions of copyrighted works. These copyright infringe-
ment issues have led to multiple class-action lawsuits [19, 37]. Even
in smaller volumes, artists are finding their works being used with-
out consent in finetuned models using techniques such as LoRA [4].
As these models continue to improve in quality, many of their
users have attempted to pass AI-generated images as human art.
AI-generated images have been used to win art competitions, fool-
ing judges of digital art, photography, and book covers [28, 62, 63].
Companies that promote human art have found themselves using
AI content provided to them by third-party vendors [55].

2.2 Automated AI-Image Detectors
A number of software and web services offer the ability to detect if
an image is generated by generative AI image models. We group
these detectors into two categories: deployed commercial detectors
and research-based detectors.
Research-based detectors. These come from published research
papers that often offer source code and training/testing datasets,
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sometimes also with pretrained models. While they lack the same
public reach and influence as commercial detectors, they offer the
benefit of transparency in methodology. Two such detectors are the
DIRE detector [81] and DE-FAKE [65]. DIRE, or Diffusion Recon-
struction Error, aims to exploit the forwards and backwards diffu-
sion processes [32] to identify images generated by that model [81].
DE-FAKE uses both image-only and multimodal embeddings [58]
to create a model-agnostic detector [65].
Commercial detectors. These detectors are deployed online,
generally as web services with a tiered pricing model and a web-
based non-transparent (black-box) detection API. They provide
easy access to image classification with minimal computational
requirements, Among the most popular are Hive AI Detector (Hive),
Optic AI or Not (Optic), and Illuminarty [31, 35, 54]. All three
services advertise free demo plans via a web UI with high accuracy,
and are well covered by popular media [24, 77, 78].

Beyond DIRE and DE-FAKE, other techniques have been pro-
posed to detect AI-generated images. Diffusion models can embed
invisible watermarks into images during generation [10]. Diffusion
watermarks involve manipulating the initial noise vector, creating
watermarks robust to some perturbations [82, 84]. However, this
approach requires modifying the diffusion model. Finally, other
detection methods make use of frequency domain analysis to detect
AI-generated images as outliers [7].

2.3 Related work
Detecting Deepfake Photographs. While our study focuses
on distinguishing human art from AI-generated images, several
prior studies have focused on human detection of deepfake pho-
tos generated by machine learning models. [11] evaluates users’
ability to detect deepfakes of human faces using StyleGAN2 [38],
and finds that human participants have below 65% accuracy in all
experiments, even when taught how to recognize deepfakes. Simi-
larly, [44] evaluates human detection on a set of real photos and
photorealistic images from Midjourney V5 [48]. They also create a
dataset of roughly two million fake images to train ML detectors.
While humans misclassify 37% of images, the best-performing ML
detector misclassifies 13% of the same evaluation set.

Several projects explore robust evaluation and robust training
techniques to improve detection accuracy. [79] proposes training
data augmentation using flipping, blurring, and JPEG compression;
[71] evaluates detection under perturbations of color contrast, color
saturation, blurring, and pixelation; [5] performs data augmentation
with JPEG compression; and [34] uses an ensemble of detectors
over the frequency domain to improve detection robustness.
Explainability in Image Identification. Some have explored
explainability in detecting AI images. [60] studies distributions
of GAN, diffusion, and real images, showing greater overlap be-
tween diffusion and real distributions than between GANs and
real distributions. [8] creates a counterfactual, generated dataset to
CIFAR-10 [39] and uses gradient heatmaps to visualize important
features for detection. [18] performs forensic analysis on the fre-
quency domain distributions of various diffusion and GAN models.
AI Images and Art. The abundance of prior work has almost
entirely focused on detecting deepfakes and photorealistic images,

including some very large fake image benchmarks [44, 85]. DE-
FAKE briefly mentions detecting art but only tests on 50 pieces of
human art and 50 AI-generated images. Deepart [80] is an art-based
dataset composed of a random selection of images selected from
LAION-5B [64], designed as a training dataset for a classifier to
detect AI-generated art.

3 METHODOLOGY
AI-generated images have already become exceptionally good at
mimicking human art. Distinguishing these generated images from
human art is critical for individual and institutional consumers, for
copyright reasons, and for AImodels seeking to curate their training
datasets. The goal of this study is to understand how feasible this
task is today given recent advances in these generative models, how
and why current detectors make mistakes, and what that portends
for the future.

3.1 Overview: Goals and Challenges
In tackling this multifaceted problem, our goal is to try to explore
several broad questions on this topic:

(1) Are there detection methods today, human or automated,
that can accurately distinguish between human art and AI-
generated images? How do artists using their knowledge of
art fundamentals fare against semantically-agnostic super-
vised classification and research tools designed specifically
to detect diffusion model output?

(2) What are limitations of current detectors, and why do they
make mistakes?

(3) How well do detectors perform under adversarial conditions,
i.e. against images altered to avoid identification?

(4) Are there fundamental trends in performance of detection
approaches, and what are implications as models continue
to evolve?

As the first research study to perform a comprehensive analysis
of classifying human art and AI-generated images, our most sig-
nificant challenge is how to capture the numerous dimensions of
this problem. Most specifically, we consider and incorporate five
different dimensions into our study. We summarize these here and
present further details as we describe our experimental methodol-
ogy in the remainder of this section.
• Art Styles. Generative AI image models have a wide range of
success when mimicking different styles of art. Therefore, our
evaluation must cover a wide range of art styles, from anime to
sketches to fine photography.

• Sources/Types of AI-Generated Images. Different AI models
vary in their ability to mimic human art. Thus we must consider
a representative set of current diffusion models, as well as more
unorthodox image types such as hybrid (AI-generated images
painted/altered by humans) and upscaled (human-generated pho-
tography expanded in resolution using AI models).

• Range of Automated AI Image Detectors.We include results
of the most popular available automated detectors (Hive, Optic,
Illuminarty) as well as research prototypes (DIRE, DE-FAKE).

• Range of Human AI Image Detectors. Humans will vary sig-
nificantly in their ability to identify human art vs AI images, de-
pending on their knowledge and experience in producing art.
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We consider three user groups: regular users (non-artists), pro-
fessional artists, and expert artists experienced in identifying AI
images.

• Range of Adversarial Countermeasures.Multiple factors in-
centivize AI model users to alter their images to escape identifica-
tion as AI images. Thus our study also considers multiple types
of adversarial perturbations and explore their ability to confuse
different detectors (both automated and human).

3.2 Evaluating Automated Detectors
For automated software-based detectors, we consider both deployed
commercial systems, as well as research-based systems. There are
three well-known deployed commercial systems:
• Hive: AI content detection using supervised classification provided
by thehive.ai.

• Optic: “AI or Not” is a free service (for limited queries) running a
proprietary algorithm to detect AI images and audio.

• Illuminarty: an AI detection service running a proprietary algo-
rithm including an implementation of DIRE.
For research-based systems, we selected two recent systems that

had code (and models) available for testing.
• DIRE [81]: DIRE (Diffusion Reconstruction Error) pushes a test
sample forwards and backwards through a diffusion pipeline and
measures its changes to detect if the image came from that pipeline.
DIRE has pretrained models with a public implementation.

• DE-FAKE [65]: DE-FAKE uses both image-only and multimodal
embeddings to create a model-agnostic detector. We trained a
model based on techniques from the paper.
We evaluate both automated detectors and human detection

on the same core test dataset of images (280 human art pieces,
350 AI images, 40 hybrid images), described in more detail in Sec-
tion 4. However, we also test automated detectors against a variety
of adversarial perturbations including Gaussian noise, JPEG com-
pression, adversarial perturbations, and the Glaze style mimicry
protection tool [67].

3.3 Evaluating Human Detection: User Studies
Recent events have shown human artists to be exceptionally success-
ful at identifying AI-generated imagery masquerading as human
art [26, 51, 63, 66]. Instead of looking for statistical properties of
images, human artists look for inconsistencies in artistic technique,
flaws in logic/composition, and other domain-specific properties
that diffusion models do not understand.

Our study evaluates how well skilled artists can use their un-
derstanding of art to detect AI-generated images, by performing
separate user studies for 3 separate user populations.
• Baseline Participants. We recruited 180 crowdworkers through the
Prolific online crowdsourcing platform (177 completed and passed
consistency checks). Participants were compensated $2/10min
and this group took on average 8 minutes to complete. This group
included no full-time professional artists and 7 part-time artists.

• Professional Artist Volunteers. We asked for artist volunteers on
social media to participate. Of more than 4000 who responded,
3803 completed the survey and passed all consistency checks.

• Expert Participants. We recruited 13 high-profile professional
artists known by members of the research team to have experience
identifying AI imagery. These expert artists are compensated $25
for completing the initial survey and detailed feedback, and $25
more for participating in the Glaze perturbation user study.

Procedure. The basic user survey included a randomized sample
set of real human artwork, hybrid images, and generative AI images.
We ask participants to classify each image as human-generated,
unsure, or AI-generated. We also ask if they have seen the image
displayed before, and answers to previously seen images are dis-
carded. We ask questions about their artistic expertise, what styles
of art they found easier to classify than others, and factors that
influenced their classification.

We also presented the expert team with a small fixed sample set
of AI generated images that produced the most misclassifications in
the other user studies. In an interactive chat setting, we asked the
experts for detailed feedback on techniques and specific examples
applicable to each of these difficult images.

3.4 Data Collection
We curated our own dataset of real human-created artwork, AI-
generated images, and hybrid images. We define real images as
original artwork drawn or created by human artists. AI-generated
images are images that are generated using AI models like Mid-
journey, Stable Diffusion and DALL-E 3 from text prompts. Hybrid
images are images that are AI-generated, retouched, and partially
drawn over by humans. One of the coauthors is a professional artist
with over 30 years of experience. He scanned numerous social me-
dia sites and art platforms and collected a set of 40 images whose
creators admitted they were AI-generated images altered by human
artists later. We describe our data collection process in detail next.

4 CONSTRUCTING THE DATASET
We consider images of diverse art styles and sources. We curate
a dataset consisting of four different groups of images: artworks
handcrafted by human artists (§4.1), AI-generated images (§4.2),
perturbed versions of human artworks and AI images (§4.3), and
unusual images created by combining human and AI efforts (§4.4).

4.1 Human Artworks
Human artworks are novel creations by artists that capture their
personal touch and emotions. They showcase the unique techniques,
styles and perspectives of individual artists that only come from
years of training and experiences. With help from the artist com-
munity, we collected artworks across 7 major art styles, including
anime, cartoon, fantasy, oil/acrylic, photography, sketch, and wa-
tercolor. We recruited artist volunteers from Cara [13], a major
portfolio platform dedicated for human-made art. When recruiting
volunteers, we provided artists with a detailed explanation of the
study’s scope and operations. We sought their consent to use their
artworks in the study and offered them the option to opt out if they
were not comfortable with their works being included.

Overall, we recruited 53 artists and received 280 distinct artworks,
mapping to 40 images per style. For each style, we recruited 5 artists
specialized for this style and each artist sent us 8 digital images
of their own artworks. The only exception is the watercolor style,
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where we recruited 7 artists and the number of images sent per
artist varies between 4 and 11.

Many artists choose to protect their intellectual property by
adding digital signatures or watermarks onto the images of their
original artworks. However, many AI-generated images do not have
these distinctive marks. Therefore, the presence of signatures or
watermarks can potentially influence the perception of human art,
introducing unwanted bias and susceptibility to manipulation. To
address this issue, we obtained consent from the artists to crop
out any signatures or watermarks from their submitted images.
In cases where the mark was too adjacent to the art subject, we
communicatedwith the artists to request the original artwork image
free of such markings. Finally, all images were cropped to achieve
a square shape, with efforts made to minimize any potential loss of
content. This is to maintain consistency between human artworks
and AI-generated images, since the latter is of a square shape.
Ethics. Aside from obtaining consent from artists, we take great
efforts to minimize exposure of human artworks to external sources.
We provide details in §9.

4.2 AI-Generated Images
For AI-generated images, we take effort to cover the 7 art styles
(listed above) and different AI generators. We consider the five
most popular AI generators: CIVITAI [15], DALL-E 3 [53], Adobe
Firefly [1], MidjourneyV6 [25], and Stable Diffusion XL (SDXL) [57].
All were the latest release at the time of submission. For each art
style, we prompt each AI generator to produce 10 images, for a
total of 50 images across all five generators. This produces 350
AI-generated images in total. Table 12 in Appendix summarizes the
# of images curated as human artworks and AI-generated images.
Configurating Prompts for EachArt Style. We create prompts
for AI generators by running BLIP [43] on human artworks sub-
mitted by artists, generating captions that effectively capture both
the artwork’s style and content. BLIP stands out as the state-of-the-
art model for image captioning. We apply this method to improve
consistency, because artworks of the same style often display large
variation in content type and scene. For each art style, we randomly
select 10 human artworks, making sure to include at least one piece
per contributing artist. The chosen images are input to BLIP to
extract the captions.

Here we encounter an issue where, for some artworks, BLIP
struggles to extract the correct art style or any style at all. For
example, for some anime artworks, BLIP generates captions accu-
rately describing the content but fails to include any style. When
prompted by this caption, the AI generators consistently produce
images in the photohumanistic style instead of the intended anime
style, despite the substantial difference between the two. Similarly,
BLIP also fails to extract the watercolor style. In our study, we ad-
dress this issue by adjusting the BLIP-generated captions to include
the style of the artwork, for which we have ground truth. Table 13
in Appendix summarizes the modification made for each art style.
Customizing Prompts per AI Generator. We also make cus-
tomized adjustments on BLIP-generated captions to address unique
restrictions and configurations that each AI generator impose on
prompts. Specifically, Adobe’s Firefly and OpenAI’s DALL-E 3 mod-
els do not respond to prompts that contain certain content. For

instance, Firefly does not generate any image when prompted with
“a fantasy style image of a woman in black holding a knife in the
snow,” but responds properly when theword “knife” is replacedwith
“sword.” Similarly, DALL-E 3 does not react to prompts containing
copyrighted materials such as Marvel character names (e.g., Spider-
Man) and Nintendo game names (e.g., The Legend of Zelda). To
address this, wemanually substitute such content withmore generic
terms like “ superhero-themed action figures” or “a fantasy-themed
action figure on a horse.” We verify that the modified prompts do
produce images that aligned with the intended description.

Another issue is the inconsistent aspect ratio of generated images.
Four out of the five generators consistently produce square images.
DALL-E 3, on the other hand, generates images with random aspect
ratios (e.g. 1024×1792). DALL-E 3 also tends to self-elaborate on
the input prompt, producing extraneous intricacies. To address
these artifacts, we include, in each input prompt to DALL-E 3, the
additional phrase of “square image prompt the text to Dall-e exactly,
with no modifications.” Doing so effectively restricts its operation
to adhere to the original prompt and return a square image.
Selecting Art Style from CIVITAI. Unlike other models, CIVI-
TAI hosts instances of SDXL fine-tuned on specific art styles. For
each art style, we locate the most frequently downloaded model
from CIVITAI with that style. For instance, we use “Anime Art
Diffusion XL” to generate anime style images.

4.3 Perturbed Images
Users of AI-generated images can intentionally add perturbations
to images to deter their identification as AI images. We consider
four representative types of perturbations and describe each below.
Appendix (Fig 7) provides visual samples of perturbed images.
Perturbation #1: JPEGCompression. Existingwork has shown
that compression artifacts can reduce the accuracy of image clas-
sifiers [30, 41, 42]. To study its impact on AI image detectors, we
follow prior work to apply JPEG compression of a quality factor
15 [72] to AI-generated images before querying these classifiers.
Perturbation #2: Gaussian Noise. Similarly, digital noises can
be introduced to disrupt classification-based detectors. For our
study, we apply zero-mean Gaussian noise to each pixel value, with
a standard deviation limited to 0.025, a parameter sweetspot with
maximum impact and minimal visual disturbance.
Perturbation #3: CLIP-based Adversarial Perturbation. A
more advanced (and costly) approach is to apply adversarial per-
turbations on AI images. Adversarial perturbations [29, 45] are
carefully crafted pixel-level perturbations that can confuse ML clas-
sifiers. Automated AI image detectors are known to rely on the
public CLIP model [20, 65] for detection, and thus, we leverage
the CLIP model to craft our adversarial perturbations to maximize
their transferability to AI detectors [21]. Specifically, we compute
LPIPS-based adversarial perturbation [27] on each AI-generated
image. We ensure that the perturbation is sufficient to confuse the
CLIP model (i.e., LPIPS budget = 0.03).
Perturbation #4: Glaze. Glaze [67] is a tool for protecting human
artists from unauthorized style mimicry. It introduces imperceiv-
able perturbations on each artwork, which transforms the image’s
art style to a completely different one in the feature space. The
widespread use of Glaze by artists has sparked extensive online
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discussions focused on instances where the use of Glaze on human
art results in detection as AI images, while applying Glaze on AI-
generated images can evade detection. To understand its impact,
we use the public WebGlaze [40] tool to perturb both human art
and AI images. We choose both the default medium intensity and
also the high intensity, as artists often employ strongest protection
to safeguard their online images.

4.4 Unusual Images
Hybrid Images. Users can create “hybrid” images by painting
over AI-generated images.When posting them online, many include
in the caption the generative models used. One of the coauthors, a
professional artist over 30 years of experience, collected 40 hybrid
images to include in our dataset and verified their sources. The
images cover a variety of styles and subjects, including anime,
cartoon, industrial design, and photography.
Human Artworks with Upscaling. Some artists use tools like
image upscalers to enhance the quality of photography images, e.g.,
reducing blur or noise introduced during image capturing. We have
70 images in this group, upscaled using the baseline function of
MagnificAI [2], a web upscaling tool endorsed by artists.

5 ACCURACY OF AUTOMATED DETECTORS
Using the dataset outlined in §4, we examine the efficacy of auto-
mated detectors in detecting AI-generated images. We first report
the results on unperturbed imagery and the impact of AI generator
choice. We then consider advanced scenarios where the detectors
face different types of perturbed images, benign or malicious.

5.1 Experiment Setup
As discussed in §3, we consider five classification-based detectors,
including three commercial detectors (Hive, Optic, Illuminarty),
and two detectors built by academic researchers (DIRE, DE-FAKE).
Our experiments use both original, unperturbed imagery (280 hu-
man artworks and 350 AI-generated images) and their perturbed
versions. We delay the study of unusual images to §7.3 due to their
decision complexity.
Detector Decisions. We study the ability of automated detectors
to identify a human artwork as human and an AI-generated image
as AI, mapping to a binary decision. However, today’s automated
detectors all output a probabilistic score indicating the likelihood
or confidence of the input being AI-generated. A score of 100%
implies absolute certainty that the input is AI-generated, while 0%
indicates it is definitely human art. To convert this score into a
binary decision, we need to establish a boundary that distinguishes
between the two classes. Relying on a single threshold, such as 𝑥%
(e.g., 50%), is obviously too fragile for this purpose.

Instead, we leverage the widely used 5-point Likert scale in user
studies [36], designed to obtain quantitative measures of percep-
tion/decision. Specifically, scores ranging from 0-20% are associated
with category human artwork (very confident), 20-40% with hu-
man artwork (somewhat confident), 40-60% with “not sure,” 60-80%
with AI-generated (somewhat confident), and 80-100% with AI-
generated (very confident). It is important to note that our user
studies maintain consistency by adopting the same rating scale.
Next, to produce binary decisions, we designate any score below

40% as a decision of human art and any score above 60% as a deci-
sion of AI-generated. Those inputs yielding scores between 40-60%,
indicating uncertainty (“not sure”), are excluded from the experi-
ment. This exclusion is based on two practical considerations. First,
there is no equitable method for comparing a “not sure” decision
against the definitive ground truth [14]. Second, the occurrence
of “not sure” is minimal across the machine detectors, e.g., 0.54%
for Hive and 4.29% for Optic, thus their removal has a negligible
impact on overall performance.
Evaluation Metrics. We report detector performance using four
metrics. For easy notation, let [H→H] represent the # of human
artworks detected as human-made, and [AI→AI] represent the #
of AI-generated images detected as AI-generated. Let [H] and [AI]
represent the total # of human artworks and AI-generated images
included in this test, respectively.
• Overall accuracy (ACC)measures the accuracy of the detector re-
gardless of the data origin. ACC= ([H→H]+[AI→AI])/([H]+[AI]).

• False positive rate (FPR) represents the ratio of human artworks
misdetected as AI-generated. FPR=1- [H→H]/[H].

• False negative rate (FNR) measures the ratio of AI-generated
images misdetected as human artworks. FNR=1 - [AI→AI]/[AI].

• AI Detection success rate (ADSR) captures the detector accu-
racy on AI-generated images. ADSR= [AI→AI]/[AI]. We use this
metric to examine how generation-related factors would affect
the detection outcome of AI-generated images.

5.2 Results of Unperturbed Imagery
We start from unperturbed human artworks (280 images) and AI-
generated images (350 images). Table 1 summarizes the detection
performance in terms of ACC, FPR and FNR.
Hive. Hive is the clear winner among all five detectors, with a
98.03% accuracy, 0% FPR (i.e., it nevermisclassifies human artworks),
and 3.17% FNR (i.e., it rarely misclassifies AI-generated images).
Optic and Illuminarty. Both perform worse than Hive, except
that Optic has a lower FNR (1.15%) and thus is more effective at flag-
ging AI-generated images. However, this comes at the expense of a
high 24.47% FPR, where human art is misclassified as AI-generated.
Illuminarty demonstrates even harsher treatment towards human
art, with a very high FPR of 67.4%.
DE-FAKE and DIRE. We experiment with all 6 versions of DIRE,
representing its 6 checkpoints published online. The detailed per-
formance is listed in Table 14 in Appendix. The overall accuracy is
consistently low for all 6 models (< 55.5%). The top-2 models’ per-
formances are listed in Table 1 as DIRE (a) and DIRE (b), one with
nearly 100% FPR, and another with 66% FNR. DE-FAKE shows a sim-
ilar pattern, with a low 50% accuracy and high FPR and FNR values.
Given their poor performance, we do not conduct any additional
experiments with both detectors.
Variation across AutomatedDetectors. The large performance
variations across detectors could be attributed to the diversity and
coverage of their training data. According to its website, Hive uti-
lizes a rich collection of generative AI datasets and can identify the
generative model used for the current input from a pool of nine
models. Similarly, Optic can pinpoint an input image to one of the 4
generative models. In contrast, Illuminarty’s training data coverage
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Tested on Human Artworks + AI-generated Images
Detector ACC (%) ↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
Hive 98.03 0.00 3.17
Optic 90.67 24.47 1.15

Illuminarty 72.65 67.40 4.69
DE-FAKE 50.32 41.79 56.00
DIRE (a) 55.40 99.29 0.86
DIRE (b) 51.59 25.36 66.86
Ensemble 98.75 0.48 1.71

Table 1: Performance of automated detectors tested on un-
perturbed human artworks and AI-generated images. The
Ensemble detector (Hive+Optic+Illuminarty) takes scores
from Hive, Optic, and Illuminarty, using the highest confi-
dence value as the determining score.

ADSR (%) ↑
CIVITAI DALL-E 3 Firefly MJv6 SDXL

Hive 100.00 98.57 91.04 94.29 100.00
Optic 100.00 97.14 97.06 100.00 100.00

Illuminarty 94.03 100.00 92.42 91.67 98.41
Table 2: The impact of AI-generator choice on detector perfor-
mance, represented by ADSR, the % of AI-generated images
correctly detected as AI-generated.

is limited, particularly since it does not support image files exceed-
ing 3MB. In our study, we have to downsample images generated
by Firefly from 2048x2048 to 1024x1024 to meet this restriction.

DE-FAKE and DIRE’s training data are constrained and lack rep-
resentation from art. DIRE models are trained on interior design
images (LSUN-Bedroom), human faces (CelebA-HQ) and ImageNet.
The detection accuracy on art images is around 50%. For DE-FAKE,
we follow the methodology described by [65] to train the classifier
using images generated by SDXL and MSCOCO captions. When
tested on SDXL images produced from MSCOCO prompts, the clas-
sifier reproduces a high ACC of 92.44% similar to [65]. However,
when tested on images generated using artwork prompts, the accu-
racy drops to 50.3% for SDXL images and 46.43% for those produced
by other generators.
Combining Detectors (Hive+Optic+Illuminarty). We also
study an Ensemble detector that leverages decisions from Hive,
Optic, and Illuminarty. In case of a disagreement between the de-
tectors, it opts for the decision marked with highest confidence.
The confidence is calculated relative to the classification, by com-
puting | detector score - 0.5 |. The result in Table 1 shows that the
improvement over Hive is minor: 0.6% increase in ACC while FNR
reduces from 3.17% to 1.71% and FPR increases from 0% to 0.48%.

5.3 Impact of AI Generator Choice
We also investigate the factors that may affect detection perfor-
mance. While one might anticipate that the art style could have
an impact, we do not observe any notable effect, at least for the
seven major styles considered by our study. Instead, we observe
a considerable impact by the choice of AI-generator. This can be
seen from both Table 2 and Figure 2. Table 2 lists ADSR, the %
of AI-generated images correctly detected as AI, while Figure 2
displays the raw confidence score produced by the detectors.

Across the five AI generators, images by CIVITAI and SDXL are
the “easiest” to detect by Hive and Optic, i.e., 100% ADSR and not
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Figure 2: The confidence score produced by automated detec-
tors on images generated by 5 generators. Detecting images
generated by Firefly is the hardest.

ADSR (%) ↑
JPEG
comp.

Gaus.
noise Adver. Glaze

(med.)
Glaze
(high) Unperturbed

Hive 91.88 88.73 94.20 69.73 67.56 96.83
Optic 97.98 52.63 84.21 62.62 58.00 98.85

Illuminarty 93.19 61.43 94.39 89.80 89.22 95.31
Ensemble 94.29 88.86 94.57 73.71 71.43 98.29
Table 3: The impact of perturbations on AI-generated images,
represented by ADSR, the % of AI-generated images correctly
detected as AI-generated.

a single “not sure” decision. Since CIVITAI models are fine-tuned
versions of SDXL, this suggests fine-tuning has minimal impact on
AI image detection.

On the other hand, Firefly images are the least detectable – Hive
marks 6 out of 70 Firefly images as human art and 3 as “not sure”
while Optic marks 2 as human art and 2 as “not sure” (Fig. 2). We
hypothesize this is due to lack of training data. Firefly is a relatively
new model, so Hive and Optic are likely to have much less training
data relative to other models

5.4 Impact of Perturbations
Our goal is to understand whether adding perturbations to images,
whether benign or malicious, could change detection outcomes.
This triggers two questions below.
Question 1: How do perturbations affect the detection of
AI images? We explore four perturbations: JPEG compression,
Gaussian noise, adversarial perturbations on CLIP, and Glaze at
medium and high intensity. The details of each perturbation are
discussed at length in Section §4.3.

Table 3 reports ADSR, the success rate of detecting AI-generated
images as AI when they include one of the four perturbations. As a
reference, we include the ADSR for unperturbed images. We discuss
each of the perturbations individually below, analyzing their impact
on each detector.

Figure 3 plots a detailed view of the impacts of perturbations
on the scores assigned by Hive to each image. While we exam-
ined these plots for each detector, we observed relatively similar
trends across all, except that Optic and Illuminarty exhibited higher
levels of noise. Hive’s plots are easier to interpret, both for the
perturbed and unperturbed data, thus we only present them for
clarity. Additionally, we identify a set of images that demonstrate
‘robustness’ to any perturbation against Hive and provide a more
in-depth discussion of these images in Table 15 in Appendix.
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Figure 3: Impact of five different perturbations on the Hive confidence score, for 350 AI-generated images. In each figure, the
images are indexed by the increasing Hive score of unperturbed versions.

JPEG Compression. JPEG compression shows minimal impact
on performance across all detectors, as they all remain above 91%.
The lossy compression artifacts don’t hinder the detectors’ ability
to detect AI images.
Gaussian Noise. Gaussian noise has little impact on Hive, it does
drop both Optic and Illuminarty in ADSR. Optic’s ADSR decreases
to 52.63%, and Illuminarty’s ADSR decreases to 61.43%, both of
which are near random guessing. On the other hand, Hive’s perfor-
mance remains relatively high at 88.73% ADSR. These classifiers
may have already adapted to the presence of mild noise in training
images and learned to suppress the effects of noise.
Adversarial Perturbation. Of all the perturbations, the adver-
sarial perturbations on CLIP have the least impact on performance
for Hive and Illuminarty. Optic’s ADSR drops to 84.21%, but Hive
and Illuminarty both remain above 94%. This may indicate relatively
low transferability of attacks in the CLIP space.
Glaze. Across detectors, Glaze at both intensities consistently
has a significant impact on ADSR. Additionally Glaze affects each
detector similarly between medium and high intensity, with the
increase in intensity only resulting in a drop in ADSR ranging from
0.5% to 4%. Glaze has the least effect on Illuminarty, dropping the
ADSR from 95.31% to 89.22% for high-intensity Glaze. In compar-
ison, Glaze reduces the ADSR for both Hive and Optic to below
70% while the Ensemble detector is only able to achieve 71.43%. We
explore the effects of Glaze further below.
Question 2: Does Glaze Affect Accuracy Similarly on Hu-
man Artwork vs AI-generated Images To investigate if the
detection of human artwork is impacted similarly to AI-generated
images when Glazed, we applied high-intensity Glaze to both. The
detection outcomes, including ACC, FPR and FNR are presented
in Table 4 comparing results with and without Glaze. Our findings
reveal a large reduction in ACC with the use of Glaze, as expected.
However, the FNR significantly increases significantly across all
detectors, while the FPR remains relatively consistent. On Hive,
ACC is decreased around 20% and yet FPR increases only 3.23%
while FNR increases almost 30%. Our Ensemble detector is able
to achieve the highest accuracy on Glazed images, but maintains
a FNR of 28.57%. This suggests that glazing human artwork typi-
cally does not affect classification success, but glazing AI-generated
images often leads to misclassification as human artwork. We at-
tribute this to the scarcity of Glazed images online and thus the lack
of Glazed images in the detector’s training datasets. Additionally
Glaze was created to protect human artwork and has since been

ACC (%) ↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
Hive 80.81 / 98.03 3.23 / 0 32.44 / 3.17
Optic 61.92 / 90.67 33.59 / 24.47 42.00 / 1.15

Illuminarty 68.66 / 72.65 56.91 / 67.40 10.78 / 4.69
Ensemble 82.70 / 98.75 3.21 / 0.48 28.57 / 1.71

Table 4: Detection performance on human art and AI-
generated images with and without Glaze (at high intensity),
shown as: Glazed / Unperturbed.

adopted by many artists, therefore the distribution of Glazed human
art vs. Glazed AI-generated images online is likely skewed. Once
again this demonstrates the impact of insufficient training data on
image-based classifiers.

5.5 Summary of Findings
Our study leads to three key findings.
• Commercial detectors perform surprisingly well, and Hive per-
forms the best. It is highly accurate (98.03% accuracy) and never
misclassifies human artwork in our test. The other two detectors
(Optic and Illuminarty) tend to misclassify human art as AI.

• Commercial detectors are heavily affected by feature space pertur-
bations (i.e., Glaze) added to AI-generated images. On the other
hand, human artworks with Glaze are mostly unaffected, as they
are still largely detected as human.

• Poor performance on Firefly and Glaze indicates the results are
correlated with training data. Performance of supervised classifica-
tion depends heavily on the availability of training data. Detectors
are more vulnerable to newer models with less available training
data (Firefly) and adversarial inputs they have not seen before.

6 USER STUDIES ON HUMAN DETECTION
Next, we measure the ability of human users and artists in identi-
fying AI-generated images. As discussed in §3.3, we perform user
studies with 3 separate user populations, including crowdworkers,
professional artists and expert artists. To ensure uniformity, each
group is provided with the same user study, but the expert group
received extended followup questions asking for detailed exam-
ples (Section 6.4). Our study is approved by our local Institutional
Review Board (IRB). We omit the IRB number for anonymity.

6.1 Study Setup
Participants. As discussed in §3.3, we recruited three participant
groups, and a total of 3993 participants completed our study and
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passed all attention/consistency checks. These include 177 baseline
participants recruited from Prolific, referred to as general users,
3803 professional artist volunteers, and 13 high profile experts.
Task. Our study takes the form of a user survey. We added
attention-check questions in both the middle and concluding sec-
tions of the survey to filter out low attention participants.

After a brief introduction on generative models and the current
issue of distinguishing between human artworks and AI-generated
images, we present the participant with a sequence of 20 images,
shown one at a time, and ask them to decide whether each image
is human-made or AI-generated. For each image, we ask two ques-
tions. The first question is “Have you seen this image before?” If
yes, we disregard the response for this image, since the participant
has likely seen this image and is possibly aware of the image’s true
source. The second question asks them to rate the current image
with one of the five choices: “human art (very confident),” “human
art (somewhat confident),” “not sure,” “AI-generated (somewhat
confident),” “AI-generated (very confident).” For each participant,
we randomly sample 20 images from a collection of 670 images, con-
sisting of 210 human artworks, 70 human artworks after upscaling,
350 AI-generated images, and 40 hybrid images.

Next, we ask the participant, for each of the 7 art styles, whether
they are confident at distinguishing human art from AI-generated
images. If confident, we ask them to describe the properties of the art
that contributed to their decisions. Here we present seven options:
“content,” “complexity,” “technical skill,” “perspective,” “lighting,”
“consistency,” and an additional text response section for additional
details. Finally, we ask them if they self-identify as full-time or part
time artists and why.
Performance Metrics. Same as the evaluation of automated
detectors in §5.1, we convert each 5-point Likert scale rating into
a binary decision. That is, both “human art (very confident)” and
“human art (somewhat confident)” map to a decision of human art,
and “AI-generated (somewhat confident)” and “AI-generated (very
confident)” map to AI-generated. Not decision is produced for the
“not sure” responses, and we ignore them when computing ACC,
FPR, FNR and ADSR (same as §5.1).

6.2 Detection Accuracy for General Users
Table 5 shows detection performance of general users, which is
only slightly better than random coin-flip. This shows that general,
non-artist users are unable to tell the difference between human
art and AI-generated images.

Table 6 examines the impact of art style on detection accuracy
(ACC). For general users, accuracy is slightly higher on cartoon,
fantasy and photography styles. These three represent a collection
of “digital” artworks more frequently accessible to general users,
compared to “physical” art styles like oil/acrylic, watercolor, and
sketch, and other “digital” artworks like anime. We attribute the
slightly higher accuracy to this increased familiarity. Finally, Table 7
reports detection success rate on AI-generated images, which is
around 60% and varies slightly across the five AI generators. Images
generated by Firefly and MidjourneyV6 are harder for non-artist
users to recognize.

ACC (%) ↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
General user 59.23 40.81 40.75

Professional artist 75.32 23.53 25.37
Expert artist 83.00 20.78 14.63

Table 5: Performance of human detection on both human art
and AI-generated images.

Anime Cartoon Fantasy Photo. Oil/Acrylic Sketch Watercolor
Gen. 57.43 63.58 62.80 63.23 56.81 54.99 56.16
Pro. 79.16 82.42 81.72 76.05 66.01 70.27 70.51

Table 6: Impact of art style on detection accuracy (ACC) for
general users (Gen.) and professional artists (Pro.). We ex-
clude the result of expert artists due to insufficient coverage.

6.3 Detection Accuracy for Professional Artists
Compared to general users, professional artists take more time to
inspect images and are more effective at distinguishing between
human art and AI images. They produce a detection accuracy of
75.32% (Table 5). Their 23.53% FPR and 25.37% FNR indicate that
their detection performance is not skewed toward either human
art or AI-generated images.
Decision Factors. To understand why professional artists are
better at evaluating art images, we study the key factors that influ-
enced their decisions. The first is the image’s art style. Table 6 shows
that the image’s artistic style has a clear impact on the performance
of professional artists. Among the 7 styles, the top-3 “easier-to-
detect” styles are anime, cartoon and fantasy, and the bottom one
is oil/acrylic for which the detection accuracy drops nearly 20%.
This aligns with the participants’ feedback on the styles that they
feel most confident on detection, where 82.42% selected cartoon,
followed by fantasy and anime.

For these top-3 styles, the artists select “consistency” as the most
dominant decision factor. Specifically, in the text response section
on anime images, the most frequently entered words are hands,
hair, details, eyes and lines. Similarly, in the case of fantasy images,
artists observe specific details such as asymmetric armor or symbols
that should be symmetric. This shows that professional artists can
apply their knowledge and experiences of art creation to identify
inconsistencies in AI-generated images, with particular focus on
fine-grained details.
Impact ofAI generator. Table 7 lists the detection success rate of
AI-generated images broken down by source generator model. For
professional artists, accuracy clearly varies across generator models.
The top-2 “easiest-to-detect” are CivitAI and SDXL, with detection
success rate above 83%. Interesting to note that these two are also
the most easy-to-identify generators for automatic detectors. Next,
detection accuracy reduces to below 70% for images produced by
MidjourneyV6 and DALL-E 3, suggesting that MidjourneyV6 and
DALL-E 3 produce better copies of human art styles, making it
harder for artists to spot inconsistencies.

6.4 Detection Accuracy for Expert Artists
Our 13 expert artists show greater proficiency in the detection task,
raising overall detection accuracy (ACC) to 83% (see last row in Ta-
ble 5). They also produce slightly imbalanced FPR (20.78%) and FNR
(14.63%), indicating that they are better at spotting AI-generated
images than human art. When we gave feedback to the experts
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Figure 4: Six hard-to-detect AI-generated images, and their artistic errors/inconsistencies discovered by our expert artists. In
each 3-image group, the left one is the full image, and the right two are zoomed-in view of discovered artifacts.

ADSR (%) ↑
CIVITAI DALL-E 3 Firefly MJv6 SDXL

General user 66.77 60.63 51.18 50.00 67.56
Professional artist 83.56 67.56 75.40 61.53 84.43

Expert artist 90.32 86.96 65.22 86.96 95.65
Table 7: ADSR of human detection onAI-generated images by
different AI generators. ADSR is the success rate of detection
AI-generated images as AI-generated.

on their results, many were frustrated that they committed errors
by marking human art as AI (false positive). In retrospect, they
explained that they identified detailed mistakes and inconsisten-
cies which were likely due to inexperience and human error by
the human artists. For example, in a painting of a bedroom bathed
in moonlight, the shadow of a window pane had slightly offset
position of the latch compared to the window itself. This was seen
by expert artists as an inconsistency, but later attributed to lack of
attention to detail by a human artist.
Decision factors. Our expert artists are generally very confident
at judging images from more than 2 art styles. The most frequently
selected one is fantasy art. The primary decision factors are intrinsic
artistic details, which often go beyond the “(in)consistency” element
used by professional artists in their detection efforts (as discussed
in §6.3). Specifically, our expert artists point out that AI-generated
images generally “look too clean, rendered, and detailed” and “have
no variety in composition, edges, distribution of detail,” and had
“design elements are nonsensical or blend into each other in telltale
ways,” while human-made fantasy art “contains components that
are novel such as armor or jewelry.”
Focus Study on “Hard-to-Detect” AI Images. For a compre-
hensive view of how experts identify AI-generated images, we
presented our expert group with a fixed set of the six AI-generated
images that produced the most false negative errors by the pro-
fessional (non-expert) artist group. They cover 5 styles: sketch,
oil/acrylic, cartoon, watercolor, and anime. For each of these dif-
ficult images, we asked the experts for detailed feedback on what
exactly they would use to identify these images as AI. Figure 4
shows all six images, each followed by two regions of the image
zoomed in to show details of the artifacts identified by our expert
artists.

Next we summarize general techniques identified by experts,
and use specific images to illustrate these methods.
• Consistency in medium. For any specific artwork, a trained artist
typically employs only a single consistent medium, e.g. pencil,

charcoal, and rarely combine multiple mediums. For example, in
the sketch in image a), our experts locate not only a “weird halo
effect” (detail 1) due to the use of both pencil and charcoal, but also
a “crunchiness” (detail 2) to the lines that associate with neither
pencil nor charcoal. AI models are associating lines from multiple
mediums with the same style and fail to differentiate between
them. Similarly, oil and acrylic paintings can display messy or
smooth styles but never both. In image image d), the perfectly
round moon looks like a digital art (detail 2), inconsistent with
the overall messy painting style. The white is “too clean” (detail
1) when transitioning into the blue background.

• Intentionality in details. In art featuring human figures, human
artists dedicate considerable effort to convey precise details of
human features. In image b), the light caught in the eyes do not
match and the hair ends flow in opposite directions from the rest
of the hair (detail 2). Similarly, in image c), hairs behind the neck
are floating and doing completely different things from the rest of
her hair. Human artists also avoid unusual tangents with the bangs
and eyebrow, something that this image completely overlooked.

• Limitations of medium. Experienced artists know that certain pat-
terns and details are impossible to produce in real life due to
physical limits of the medium. In image e), since watercolor is
transparent and it bleeds after each brush stroke, the “white over
dark in the quills” (detail 1) is impossible to physically produce.
The image is also too smooth to be hand painted on paper (detail
2), since watercolor bleeds in random directions.

• Domain knowledge. There are specific rules when drawing specific
subjects that are easy to validate. Wet paintings have an order
of application, from light to dark, transparent to opaque. Thus
all white spaces must be subtractive. Yet in image f), the white
highlight is added after a dark area, which is wrong. Also the
water flow shows the wrong diffusion pattern. A trained artist
should not make these mistakes.

We consider these techniques in aggregate, and note that most of
them require significant training and external knowledge to apply.
In this sense, factors such as intentionality and domain knowledge
seem like the most difficult for AI models to capture from training
data. But as a whole, these domain-specific filters clearly operate
very differently from statistical approaches used in automated de-
tectors. Thus we believe these methods will continue to be effective
even as AI models continue to evolve.
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Metric Human detector Machine detector
General Professional Expert Hive Optic Illuminarty

ACC (%) ↑ 59.23 75.32 83.00 98.03 90.67 72.65
FPR (%) ↓ 40.81 23.53 20.78 0.00 24.47 67.40
FNR (%) ↓ 40.75 25.37 14.63 3.17 1.15 4.69

Table 8: Performance of human and machine detectors on
unperturbed imagery.

6.5 Summary of Key Findings
Our multi-tier user study finds that general (non-artist) users are
unable to distinguish between human art and AI-generated images.
Professional artists are more confident and make more accurate
decisions, and experienced experts are the most effective. Diving
deeper into concrete examples, we learn that experts leverage ex-
tensive knowledge of art mediums and techniques to identify what
features are physically impossible, and inconsistencies andmistakes
that professional artists would avoid.

7 HUMAN VS. CLASSIFIER DETECTORS
In this section, we present our findings by comparing the perfor-
mance of human and machine detectors. Our analysis starts from
the baseline results, where all detectors are tested using the same
set of usual images, covering unperturbed human artworks and
AI-generated images. Next, we investigate how human detectors
respond to Glazed images, for which machine detectors have strug-
gled to handle (as shown in §5.4). Finally, we explore both human
and machine detectors’ responses to unusual images, including
both hybrid images (when human edits AI-generated images) and
upscaled human art (where artists polish the digital image of their
artworks using enhancement tools).

7.1 Decision Accuracy and Confidence
We start from comparing human and machine detectors on the
baseline task of differentiating
Detection accuracy. Table 8 lists the detection performance
of both human detectors and classifier-based detectors, on unper-
turbed images. Among the six detectors, we have Hive > Optic >
Expert Artist > Professional Artist > Illuminarty > Non-Artist.
Decision confidence. We are also interested in understanding
the distribution of decision confidence among human and machine
detectors. Figure 5 shows, for AI-generated images and human
artworks, the distribution of the “raw” decision represented by the
5-point Likert score used by our study. For AI-generated images
(shown by the top figure), the dark blue bar represents the ratio of
correct decisions that also carry high confidence, while for human
artworks (the bottom figure), the dark orange bar captures the ratio
of correct decisions made with high confidence.

Across the three groups of human detectors, general users are
the least accuracy and also show the lowest confidence in their
decisions, while expert artists are the most accurate and the most
confident. This is as expected. Across the three machine detectors,
Hive is highly confident (and accurate), followed by Optic. Addi-
tionally, Optic is more confident when facing AI-generated images
than human artworks. Overall, the two machine detectors (Hive
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Figure 5: Distribution of detection decision represented by
the 5-point Likert rating on (a) AI-generated images and (b)
human artworks.

and Optic) show higher confidence (and higher accuracy) than ex-
pert artists, while the third machine detector (Illuminarty) performs
worse than both expert and professional artists.

7.2 Are Human Artists Better at Judging Glazed
Images?

As shown by Table 4 in §5.4, machine detectors, especially Hive
and Optic, are much less effective at judging Glazed versions of
AI-generated images. Thus a natural question is “would artists who
know or use Glaze be more effective at judging Glazed images?”
To answer this question, we conduct an additional user study with
our expert group, who all use Glaze on their published artworks.
Here we randomly select 100 AI-generated images (20 images per
AI generator) and 100 human artworks (15 images per style, except
10 images for cartoon), and use the WebGlaze tool and the medium
intensity setting to Glaze all 200 images. For each expert artist, we
randomly select 20 Glazed images and ask them to decide between
human art and AI-generated.

Table 9 lists the overall performance across Glazed images. We
see that human experts largely outperform both Optic and Illu-
minarty at judging Glazed images, whether it is human art or AI-
generated. While Hive is still the best-performing detector in the
overall accuracy (87.76%), our expert artists are not far off (83.44%).
But more importantly, human experts achieve a much lower FNR
(8.97%) compared to Hive (20.62%). This implies that human artists
do outperform machines at judging Glazed versions of AI-
generated images.

7.3 Judging Unusual Images
As discussed in §4.4, we also consider two unusual types of images:
(i) hybrid images produced by human users editing AI-generated
images, and (ii) upscaled human artworks where artists apply digital
touchups to polish the image of their artworks. By evaluating them
using both human and machine detectors, our goal is to identify, if
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ACC (%)↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
Expert Artist 83.44 23.53 8.97

Hive 87.76 4.04 20.62
Optic 61.20 38.30 39.33

Illuminarty 66.11 59.09 9.78
Table 9: Detection performance on Glazed version of human
artworks and AI-generated images.

any, notable differences in how they are evaluated by human and
machine detectors.

In total, we collect 70 human artworks after applying upscaling
and 40 hybrid images (see §4.4). Given the limited member size
of our expert group, we do not have sufficient coverage on these
images by expert artists and thus omit their results. Figure 6 in
Appendix plots, for both types of images, the distribution of the
“raw” detection decision represented by the 5-point Likert score, for
both human and machine detectors.
Hybrid Images. For these images, the decision distribution
is similar to that of AI-generated images shown in Figure 6(a),
suggesting that both human and machine detectors frequently label
these images as AI-generated.
Upscaled Human Art. The decision distribution is very similar
to that of human artworks in Figure 6(b). This implies that upscaling
does not have a significant impact of human artworks in terms of
their decision outcomes from both human and machine detectors.

8 COMBINING HUMAN AND AUTOMATED
DETECTORS

Our study shows that both human artists and automated detec-
tors face challenges in distinguishing between human art and AI-
generated images. Tools like Hive are highly effective at evaluating
unperturbed images, but perform poorly when AI-generated im-
ages are intentionally perturbed (e.g., by applying Glaze) to evade
detection. On the other hand, human experts can still identify AI-
generated images when they are Glazed. Thus we believe a more
effective solution is to form a mixed team of human artists and
machine classifiers.
Teaming up Hive and Expert Artist. We evaluate the scenario
of teaming up Hive with one expert artist for each image. Now
the combined team has two “judges”. In case of a tie, we use the
decision with higher confidence score, i.e. picking a “very confident”
decision over a “somewhat confident” one.

We evaluate the combined detector on both unperturbed art-
works/images and their Glazed versions. Table 10 shows that, for
unperturbed images, the combined detector exhibits a slightly lower
accuracy compared to Hive. Next, Table 11 shows that the combined
detector is highly effective in judging Glazed images, outperform-
ing both Hive and expert. Notably, it outperforms Hive by lowering
FNR from 19.70% down to 8.82%. Thus it is more effective at identi-
fying AI-generated images that have applied Glaze in an attempt to
evade detection. At the same time, the combined detector achieves
a low FPR like Hive (6.06%), remarkably lower than that of expert
(23.08%). Finally, the equilibrium between FPR and FNR values, on
both Glazed and original images (Table 10), suggests “unbiased”
detection accuracy for human artworks and AI-generated images.

Unperturbed Human Artworks and AI Images
Detector ACC (%)↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
Hive 98.03 0.0 3.17
expert 83.00 20.78 14.63

Hive + expert 92.19 8.11 7.63
Table 10: Detection performance on unperturbed human
artworks and AI-generated images. Three detectors: Hive,
one expert (per image), Hive + expert (tiebreak=confidence).

Glazed Human Artworks and AI Images
Detector ACC (%)↑ FPR (%) ↓ FNR (%) ↓
Hive 87.12 6.06 19.70
expert 84.85 23.08 7.46

Hive + expert 92.54 6.06 8.82
Table 11: Detection performance on Glazed human artworks
and AI-generated images. Three detectors: one expert (per
image), Hive, Hive + expert (tiebreak = confidence).

9 ETHICS
Our user study protocol was reviewed and approved by our in-
stitutional review board (IRB). In our study design, we prioritized
consent and protection of all participants, particularly human artists
and their artworks.
Consent for Human Art. Our study necessitates the use of
artwork by human artists. To obtain consent, we identified artists
and reached out with request for permission. Many responded. We
waited roughly 4 weeks, and reached out again to everyone else.
Once downloaded, images are anonymized and stored on private,
secure servers.

Since we asked for artwork from human artists with signa-
tures/watermarks removed, we were extremely sensitive to po-
tential unauthorized exposure. We took efforts to minimize the
exposure of human artwork to external sources. They were avail-
able to participating crowdsourced workers only for a short time
through the Prolific platform. In the regular artist user study, im-
ages were available to participants for a total of 14 hours, after
which we shut down the study to minimize uncontrolled exposure.
Exposure toWeb Services. We took careful steps to ensure that
images of human art were not misused by external AI detection
services. We reached out to both Optic and Illuminarty, and were
assured that images are never used for training and deleted after
process (with a max of 4 days for Optic). Hive’s terms of service
states they can train AI models using images uploaded via the free
web service, but not images classified through paid APIs. Thus we
obtained access to a paid Hive account, and ensured all images of
human art were classified using this paid Hive account.

10 DISCUSSION AND TAKEAWAYS
Distinguishing human art from the output of generative AI models
is an important problem whose impact will only grow with time.
This paper describes the results of our study to determine the effi-
cacy of today’s tools to address this challenge, including detection
via automated tools (supervised classifiers), detection systems from
research, and detection by human artists.

Our results include several counter-intuitive findings with longer
term implications. We find that supervised classifiers can be quite
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accurate, but are weaker on input for which it has limited train-
ing data on, e.g. newer models and adversarially altered images.
These limitations are likely to persist with arrival of new generators
and adversarial perturbation methods. In contrast, human artists
(especially experienced experts) do well across all inputs. While
experts still fall short of Hive in accuracy, they are more robust to
perturbed images, and their errors often arise from identifying hu-
man artist mistakes as errors made by AI models. Our results show
that a mixed team of human and automated detectors will likely
provide the best combination of detection accuracy and robustness
to adversarial measures.
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APPENDIX
Additional Information on Data Collection. Table 12 summa-
rizes the number of images curated as human artworks for each of
the 7 art styles and the AI-generated images per generation model.
Table 13 lists the modifications made to the extracted BLIP cap-
tions, which are then used to prompt individual AI generators. And
Figure 7 shows visual examples of the five types of perturbations
considered in our study.
Detection Results of DIRE Models. Table 14 shows the de-
tection results using 6 DIRE checkpoints, using on our dataset of
human artwork and AI-generated images. We test each model with
the same set of 630 unperturbed images: 280 human artworks and
350 AI-generated images.
Additional Results on Hive. Table 15 shows the distribution
of images across art style and generative model, which are “easy-
to-detect” by Hive and unaffected by all five perturbations.
Results on Unusual Images. Figure 6 plots, for both hybrid im-
ages and upscaled human art, the distribution of the “raw” detection
decision represented by the 5-point Likert score.

Real Artworks AI-Generated Images
Human Artists CIVITAI DALL-E 3 Firefly MJv6 SDXL
Anime 40 10 10 10 10 10
Cartoon 40 10 10 10 10 10
Fantasy 40 10 10 10 10 10

Oil/Acrylic 40 10 10 10 10 10
Photography 40 10 10 10 10 10

Sketch 40 10 10 10 10 10
Watercolor 40 10 10 10 10 10

Total 280 70 70 70 70 70
350

Table 12: Our dataset includes 280 real artworks and 350 AI-
generated images, covering 7 art styles and 5 AI generators.
Each numerical value represents the # of images.
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Figure 6: Distribution of detection decision represented by
the 5-point Likert rating on (a) hybrid images and (b) upscaled
human artworks.
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Unperturbed Glaze (medium) Glaze (high)

JPEG Compression Gaussian Noise Adv. Perturbation

Figure 7: Samples of five different perturbations considered
by our study.

Modified Prompt for Each Style

Style Modified Prompt:
added the phrase

Anime "anime"
Cartoon a cartoon style image of"
Fantasy "a fantasy style image of"

Oil/Acrylic "an oil and acrylic painting of"
Photography "a photography of"

Sketch "a sketch drawing of"
Watercolor "a watercolor painting of"

Table 13: Phrases added to the BLIP caption extracted from
human arts to recover the misplaced art styles. These cap-
tions are then used to prompt AI generators.

DIRE model ACC(%)↑ FPR(%)↓ FNR(%)↓Training
dataset

Generation
model

ImageNet ADM 54.44 96.43 4.86
LSUN PNDM 54.76 100.00 1.43
LSUN StyleGAN 55.40 99.29 0.86
LSUN ADM 55.08 99.29 1.42
LSUN iDDPM 54.45 97.86 3.71

CelebA-HQ SD-v2 51.59 25.36 66.86
Table 14: Performance of six DIRE checkpoint models on our
dataset.

CIVITAI DALL-E 3 Firefly MJv6 SDXL Total
Anime 4 4 9 2 6 25
Cartoon 5 6 8 1 6 26
Fantasy 10 4 5 0 6 25

Oil/Acrylic 6 6 1 0 1 14
Photography 1 3 0 0 2 6

Sketch 2 1 1 2 3 9
Watercolor 5 5 7 1 6 24

Total 33 29 31 6 30 129
Table 15: The number of AI-generated images such that for
all perturbations, Hive is at least 99% confident the images
are AI-generated. Each column is a generative model, and
each row is a style.
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